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BROWNIAN EXCURSIONS FROM HYPERPLANES
AND SMOOTH SURFACES1

KRZYSZTOF BURDZY

ABSTRACT. A skew-product decomposition of the n-dimensional (n > 2)

Brownian excursion law from a hyperplane is obtained. This is related to a

Kolmogorov-type test for excursions from hyperplanes. Several results con-

cerning existence, uniqueness and form of Brownian excursion laws from suffi-

ciently "flat" surfaces are given. Some of these theorems are potential-theoretic

in spirit. An extension of the results concerning excursion laws to an exit sys-

tem in a Lipschitz domain is supplied.

1. Introduction. Our paper is devoted to studying Brownian excursions from

hyperplanes and other sufficiently smooth sets. We will do it by investigating

excursion laws, that is, one of the two ingredients of an "exit system" from a set

(Maisonneuve (1975)).

The article is organized as follows. §2 presents the basic framework and a brief

summary of Maisonneuve's (1975) results.

§3 is devoted to excursion laws from hyperplanes. We give two descriptions of

an excursion law from a hyperplane (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). The second one may

be called a skew-product decomposition. Theorem 3.3 lists several very simple but

useful properties of such excursion laws which may be obtained by scaling. Theorem

3.4 and Corollary 3.1 give a Kolmogorov-type test for excursions. This test does

not involve time.

§4 collects various results concerning existence, uniqueness and form of excursion

laws. Doob (1957) (see also Doob (1984)) considered /i-paths from the boundary to

a point in a Greenian domain. Salisbury (1983) proved, under some assumptions,

the existence of h-paths from a boundary point to another boundary point. We

extend these results from /i-paths ("excursions") with a specified endpoint to ex-

cursion laws. Excursions of Markov processes with specified endpoints were studied

in different context by Fitzsimmons (1984), Getoor (1983) and Getoor and Sharpe

(1982). Theorem 4.1 proves the existence and uniqueness of excursion laws under

suitable assumptions. Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 study the relationship between ex-

cursions from a hyperplane and excursions from suitably flat surfaces. The main

tool is a KAC ("killing and continuing") operation on excursion laws. We show in

Theorem 4.4 one way of giving a precise meaning to the statement that "the excur-

sion law in D from x is a limit of properly renormalized distributions of Brownian

motion in D starting from y, when y —> x".
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§5 shows that the results of the previous section extend from excursions with a

specified starting point to all excursions from a smooth set. An exit system from

such a set is given.

The paper mainly uses ideas from excursion theory and potential theory. The

best references are probably Maisonneuve (1975), Williams (1979), Doob (1984)

and Durrett (1984). Salisbury (1983) gives, in our opinion, an excellent account of

various useful results (see also Salisbury (1984)).

Several new results concerning Brownian excursions have been proved after sub-

mission of the paper for publication. Burdzy (1985b) studies the excursions in

simply connected plane domains without smoothness assumptions on the bound-

ary. The Kolmogorov-type test (Corollary 3.1) has been generalized in Burdzy

(1985c). Theorem 4.3 remains true under assumptions weaker than (B) and (C).

This may be proved using results of Burdzy (1985c, 1985d). See Burdzy (1985d) for

more information about the relationship between excursion laws and Green func-

tions (cf. Theorem 4.5). Brownian excursions in a C^-domain (a > 0) share the

local properties with excursions from a hyperplane, which need not be the case of

excursions in a C1-domain (see §5 and Burdzy and Williams (1985)).

2. Basic framework. We will introduce some notation and give an "exit

system" theorem, in both respects following closely Maisonneuve (1975).

For each integer n > 1 we will consider n-dimensional Brownian motion (BMn).

BMn is the canonical continuous realization (fi, J, 7t,Xt,0t,Pß) of the semigroup

(Pt) of standard n-dimensional Brownian transition kernels. 0 is here the space

of right-continuous functions u¡ from [0, oo) to Rn U {8} which are continuous on

[0, R), where R = inî{T > 0: u(t) = 8}. The point 6 is an isolated trap in R"U{¿}.

9t are the usual shift operators. We assume that Xt(ui) = oj(t) for all t and w.

?t° = o{Xs:0<s<t},        I° = \j7t0.

7(?t) is the completed cr-field J°(^°) with the J°-universally measurable sets. Xo

has distribution p, under P^.

Many times we will use names different from X, indicating that the process

although defined in the same manner on the same stochastic basis has different

distribution and/or transition probabilities.

The hitting time inf{i > 0: Xt E A} of A will be called TA, and Ta- will denote

inf{i > 0: lims^t_ Xs E A} with the convention that inf 0 = oo.

K C R" will denote a closed set, such that all points of K are regular for K.

{et(s), s > 0} will denote the excursion of BMn from K starting at time t, i.e. if

XtEK then

et(s) = X(t + s)    if TK o 0t(u) > s,

= 8 otherwise.

Lt will denote the local time of BM™ on K, i.e. the continuous additive functional

with 1-potential 2~3/2E'(e~TK). We choose this normalization so that the local

time of BM1 at 0 is "standard" i.e. the same as in Ito and McKean (1965) or

Williams (1979). With this normalization, the measure associated with the local

time on a hyperplane (Revuz (1970a, 1970b)) is the surface area measure. We

define

Tt = inf{s > 0: Ls > t}
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and

Qt(z,g) = j' goXt-l{TK>t}dPz

for all J-universally measurable g. The following theorem contains the main result

of Maisonneuve (1975) specialized to our case.

THEOREM 2.1.   There exists a universally measurable family (Hz) of a-finite

measure on (0, Io) such that

(2.1)

El
Vo<

Y    Zu-(foeu)\  =E-(rZsHx°(f)dLt
:«<oo vo

or z'«"x-E     /      ZTuH**»U)du

for all predictable processes Z and universally measurable functions f on Q, such

that f is zero on constant excursions equal to 8. Moreover, for every z, Hz is strong

Markov for the semigroup (Qt) in the following sense:

(2.2) Hz(a-(bo9T)) = Hz(a-QXT(b))

for all everywhere strictly positive T^+-stopping times T, J? + -measurable a and

Io-measurable b.      D

Every pair (dL, H) satisfying the above theorem (with L denoting a continuous

additive functional possibly different from the local time) will be called an exit

system of BM™ from K.

We introduce now the notion of independence under cr-finite measures. We will

say that random elements Yi and Y? with cr-finite distributions are independent if

(Yi, Y2) has the same distributions as (Y3, Y4) for some pair (Y3, Y4) and I3 and Y4

are defined on a product space (fii, 7i,//i) x (fi2, ^,/t¿2), 73(^1,^2) = ^3(^1,^3)

and Y4(uji,u>2) = ^4(^4,^2) V «i,1^2,^3,^'4.

We will use | • | to denote Euclidean norm in every n-dimensional space R™.

The distribution of an n-dimensional Bessel process (Bt, 0 < t < 00) is that of

(\Xt\, 0 < t < 00), where X is BM™. All processes involved start from 0 E R™,

unless specified otherwise.

The minimal Martin boundary of a domain D will be denoted dD (Doob (1984)).

We will say that x E dD corresponds to y E dD if xn —> x (in the Martin topology)

implies that x„ —> y (in the Euclidean topology).

Excursion laws will be denoted -if0,//^ e*c- These symbols may have different

meaning in different theorems with exception of Hx (and especially if0) which will

always denote the excursion law from the hyperplane {x E R™ : xi = 0} as defined

in Theorem 3.1 or its one-sided version.

We will denote R". = {x E R" : xx < 0}.

3. Excursions from hyperplane. The goal of this section is to give a fairly

explicit description of an exit system of BM™ from an (n - l)-dimensional hyper-

plane. Throughout this section K will denote the set {(xi,...,xn) E R™: Xi = 0}.

We will consider an exit system (dL, Ht) of BM™ from K, with L the local time of

BM™ on K. It follows from the adopted definition of the local time that L is equal

to the local time at 0 of the first component of BM™. The local time of BM1 at 0 is
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a well-known object, see e.g. Williams (1979). Note that our normalization of the

local time is that of Williams (1979), p. 143. It remains to describe excursion laws

HI, zEK.

Let T be a random time with cr-finite distribution and density (2nt3)~1^2 over

{t E R: í > 0}. Let {Bt,0 < t < 1} be an independent 3-dimensional Bessel

process conditioned to hit 0 at time 1. The distribution of Bt is that of

{|(1 -t)Z(t/(l -1))\,0< t < 1}, where Z is BM3. Let {Yt,0 < t < oo} be BM""1,
independent of (B,T). Let D be a random variable independent of (Y, B, T) and

such that P(D — 1) = P(D — -1) — A. We define a process e by

(t) _ Í (DVTB(t/T), Y(t))   if 0 < t < T,
ij      U ifi>T.

The process e takes values in R™ U {8}. If n = 1 then we do not define Y but take

e(t) = D\/TB(t/T) for t < T. Let the distribution of e be called H°.

THEOREM 3.1. The pair (dL, Ht), where Hz is the H°-distribution of{e(t)+z,

0 < t < oo} is an exit system of BMn from K.

PROOF. Let (dL,Hi) be an exit system of BM" from K with L defined above.
We will prove that Hz = Hz with the possible exception of z's in a set not charged

by dL.
Let £ > 0 be fixed. We claim that Hf(TK- > e) < oo for all z E K with the

possible exception of a set not charged by dL. Otherwise we could observe with

nonzero probability infinitely many excursions with (time-) length exceeding e on

an inteval [0, t) with Lt < oo. It would follow that t — oo and L^ < oo, which is

false with probability 1.

Let us consider an excursion {e(f),0 < t < oo} under the law H°. Let ti > 0

be fixed. Since we may assume that H°(Tk- > ¿i) < oo it makes sense to talk

about e conditioned by {Tk- > ti} and {e1(ti/2) > 0}. Here e1 denotes the first

coordinate of e.

Theorem 2.1 says that {e(t), 0 < í < oo} is strong Markov wrt BM™ killed on

K. Thus {e1^), 0 < t < oo} is strong Markov wrt BM1 killed at 0. It follows

from Lemma 5.2.8 of Knight (1981) that given {ex(i0) = a > 0, efyi) = b > 0} the
distribution of {e1(t), 0 < £n < t < ti} is that of a 3-dimensional Bessel process {Bt,

to < t < ti} conditioned by B(to) = a and B(ti) = b. The other coordinates of e

constitute an independent BM™-1. We may now condition e on {el(Tx) = a > 0},

{e^fi) = b > 0}, and {Ti = £1} where T = min(e,inf{t > 0: |e(i)| = e}). By weak

convergence (when e —> 0 and b —► 0) the distribution of {ex(i), 0 < t < ti} given

{Tk- = ti} and {e1(ii/2) > 0} is that of a Bessel process conditioned to hit 0 at

time ii. Given the same condition the other coordinates of e are distributed like

BM™-1 independent of e1.

The scaling properties of Bessel processes are those of BM, so if {Bt, 0 < í < ío}

is a 3-dimensional Bessel process conditioned to hit 0 at time in, then {B(t-to)/\/tö,

0 < t < l}isa 3-dimensional Bessel process conditioned to hit 0 at time 1. This

proves that the i/°-distribution of e conditioned by {T = fi, d = 1} is the same

as the distribution of e under H°, conditioned by {Tk- = ti, e1(ti/2) > 0}. D

takes values 1 and -1 with equal probability, since otherwise BM™ would not be

symmetric wrt K.
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It remains to check that the density of Tk- under Hz, z E K, is (27ri3)-1/2. The

first coordinate e1 of excursion e under Hz is an excursion of BM1 from 0, under

1-dimensional excursion law. It follows from Williams (1979) that its lifetime has

density c ■ i~3//2. The constant c cannot depend on 2 £ if, since otherwise BM"

would not be translation invariant. Finally, our constant c is taken from Williams

(1979), 11.64.    D
REMARKS, (i) Another description of the excursion law of BM1 from K = {0}

may be found in Williams (1979), 11.67.
(ii) Our description of H° is similar in spirit to Theorem 5.2.7 of Knight (1981).

His theorem is concerned, however, with excursions of BM1 from 0 straddling a

fixed time (Definition 5.2.5), rather than excursion laws.

(iii) The fact that H°(Tk- > s) < 00 is crucial in the proof. There is an

excursion law H$ of BM2 from K (in the sense of formula (2.2)) such that

H§(TK- > e) = 00 (Burdzy (1985b)). H§ is not a constant multiple of H° defined

above.    D

We will now give two alternative, but closely related, descriptions of the excursion

law H® defined above, in the case n > 2.

We will need some more notation. The (n — l)-dimensional unit sphere Sn-i is

defined as {x E Rn : |x| = 1}. The radial projection of 0 G R™ on the sphere Sn-i

will be defined as (0,1,0,0,...) and in the usual way for other points of R™. It will

be convenient to assume that R™ C Rm when n <m,

(x1,x2,...,x") = (0,...,0,x1,x2,...,x").

Let {Zt, 0 < t < 00} be BM™+2. We will define a random time T with <j-finite

distribution. One may think about [0, T) as an interval when Z is observed and the

intensity of terminating the observation is 2 • T((n + 2)/2)/[r((n - l)/2)7r1/2|Zt|3].

Formally speaking, we require that for all A E 7 we have P(A and T E (s,t)) =

E(1A -Vat), s,t>0, where

(3.1) Vat = 2T((n + 2)/2)T~1((n - l)/2)ir-1'2 f |ZU|"3 du.

Such a random time T may be constructed as Ç in Blumental and Getoor (1968),

p. 105.
Let U be a random variable with uniform density on Sn-2 C K, independent

of (Z,T). We define Z\ as the image of Zt by a random rotation which maps Zt

on U ■ \Zt\ and which leaves the subspace orthogonal to Ou and OZt unmoved.

The process Z2 is defined as the projection of Z\ on K. The projection of Z2 on

Sn-2 will be denoted as ¡3t and the angle between OZ\ and K as ¿t. We will also

consider a random variable D which takes values 1 and -1 with equal probability

and is independent of (Z, T, U).

Let {e(t), 0 < t < 00} have the distribution H°. e1(i) will denote the projection

of e(t) on K. ßt will denote the projection of e1(r) on Sn-2 C K. The angle between
->
Oe(t) and K will be denoted at. Let D denote the sign of the first component of

e(Tx-/2). The value of e(t) is fully determined by |e(i)|, at, ßt and D.

PROPOSITION 3.1. The distribution of (D,{(\Zt\,at,ßt), 0 < t < T}) is the
same as those of (D,{(\e(i)\,at,0t), 0 < í < TK-}).
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PROOF. Although the definitions of processes involved may look complicated,

the following is the immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. The conditional distri-

butions of the processes defined in the proposition are equal given T = to, \Zt\ =r,

U = Xo and Tk- — to, |e(7V_)| = r, P(Tk-) = xn. The conditional distributions

are equal even if we do not condition on U — xo and ß(TK~) = xo, since the distri-

butions of Zt and e(t) are invariant under rotations mapping K on itself. The distri-

bution of a fc-dimensional Bessel process at time 1 is "chi" with k degrees of freedom

and has the density 21-fe</2r-1(fc/2)j/fc-1e-^/2 at y > 0. It follows from Theorem

3.1 that the chance that {|e(Tx-)| E (r,r + Ar)} given {TK- E (t0,t0 + At0)} is

equal to

l{r>o}21-(n-1)/2r((n - l)/2)iö("-1)/2r"-2e-r2/(2t0'Ar + o(A2r) + o(At0).

It follows from formula (3.1) that the chance of event {\Zt\ E (r,r + Ar)} given

{T E (t0, t0 + At0)} is equal to

l{r>o}Citöin+2)/2rn+1e-r2/^ ■ c2r-3Ar + o(A2r) + o(At0)

= l{r>o}C3tôin+2)/2rn-2e-^/^Ar + o(A2r) + o(At0),

where ci,C2 and C3 are suitable constants. This allows us to remove conditioning

on \Zt\ and |e(Tx-)|, i.e. the distributions of processes given in the proposition are

equal given T = to and Tk- = to- In view of Theorem 3.1 it remains to check that

the density of T is equal to l{t>o}(27rt3)-1//2.

P(TE(t,t + At)) = E(Vt<t+At)
ct+At

= 2T((n + 2)/2)T~1((n - í)/2)Tt~1/2 / E\ZU\-3 du

= l{t>o}(27rí3)-1/2Aí + o(A2í).    ü

Let {Bt, 0 < t < 00} be an (n + 2)-dimensional Bessel process. Let T be a

random time with cr-finite distribution. We require that for all A E 7

P(A and TE(s,t)) = E(lA-Vat),

where

Vat = 2T((n + 2)/2)r-1((n - I^tt"1/2 |' B~3 du.

Let (Ut, 0 < t < 00) be a Brownian motion on Sn+i- We assume that Ut is

independent of (B,T) and that the distribution of i/o is uniform on Sn-2- The

projection of Ut on K will be denoted U} and the projection of U} on Sn_2 will be

denoted U2- The angle between OUt and K will be denoted a\. Define

fT
c(t) = I    B~2 du,        0 < í < T,

Jt
àt = al(t),        0<t<T,

ßt = U2(c(t)),        0<t<T.

Let D be a random variable independent of (B,T,U) and taking values 1 and -1

with probability \. The random elements D, e, a and ß are defined as in Proposition

3.1.
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THEOREM 3.2. The distribution of(D, {(Bt,ät,ßt), 0 < t < T}) is equal to
the distribution of (D, {(\e(t)\,at,ßt), 0 < í < Tk-})-

PROOF. Ito and McKean's (1965) skew-product representation of BM™+2 might

have the following interpretation. Let T > 0 and x E R™+2 be fixed, |x| = r. Let

{Bt, 0 < t < T} be an (n + 2)-dimensional Bessel process conditioned to be r at

time T. Let {Ut, 0 < t < T} be an independent Brownian motion on Sn+i such

that i/o = |x|/r a.s. Let

c(t) = /   B~2du,        0<t<T,

and

Zt = U(c(t)),        0 < t < T.

Then the distribution of {Bt ■ Zt, 0 < t < T} is that of BM™+2 conditioned to be

x at time T.

The theorem now follows immediately from Proposition 3.1.    D

REMARKS, (i) The above theorem gives a skew-product decomposition of the

excursion law H° similar in spirit to the skew-product decomposition of BM™ (Ito

and McKean (1965), p. 269). The radial part of the excursion is an (n + 2)-

dimensional Bessel process killed at a random time with cr-finite distrtibution. The

spherical part is a process run with a clock dependent on the radial part, but

otherwise the two parts are independent. The spherical part of the excursion (before

time-change) is a suitable "projection" on a sphere of a Brownian motion.

(ii) Several ways of generating paths of cr-finite processes from paths of processes

with finite distributions are possible. Williams (1979), p. 98, does it by stopping

at cr-finite random times, time-reversal and glueing. Our Theorem 3.1 suggests

random (cr-finite) change of scale. Theorem 3.2 shows that the radial part of the

excursion under r7° may be obtained in the simplest way, just by stopping a Bessel

process at a cr-finite random time. This is possible in dimensions n > 2. The reason

why this is possible is, roughly speaking, that the radial part does not determine

when the excursion must be killed.    D

We will now list a number of properties of an excursion {e(t), 0 < t < oo} under

excursion law H° from K. The first component of e will be denoted e1.

THEOREM 3.3. (i) If H°(A) = p, 0 < p < oo for a set of excursions A, then

H*(AC) = p/c, where 0 < c < oo and Ac = {e: e(t) = cë(t/c2) for some ë E A}.

(ii) The density of the distribution oJTk- is l{t>o}(27ri3)-1/2.

(iii) The density of the distribution o/sup{|e(i)|, 0 < t < Tk-} is proportional

to r2.

(iv) The density of the distribution of e(TK~) is r(n/2)7r~™/2|x|~™ at x E K.

(v) The law of {\JTk- • e(t/TK-), 0 < t < oo} given Tk- is independent of
TK-

(vi) The law of {e(t), 0 < t < 1} given Tk- = 1 and ê1(Tk-/2) > 0 is the same

as the law of {((1 - t)B(t/(l - t)),Xt), 0 < t < 1}, where X is BMn~x and B is

an independent 3-dimensional Bessel process.

(vii) The law of {e(t), 0 < t < a} given T > b > a > 0 and e1(a/2) > 0 is

mutually absolutely continuous with the law of {(Bt,Xt), 0 < t < a}, where B and

X are as in (vi).
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(viii) The law of{\e(t)\, 0 < t < a} givenTx- >b>a>0is mutually absolutely

continuous with the law of {Bt, 0 < t < a}, where B is an (n + 2)-dimensional

Bessel process.

PROOF. The above statements follow easily from the scaling properties of BM™

and Bessel processes, from Theorems 3.1-3.2 and Proposition 3.1.    D

An excursion "escapes" from K like a 3-dimensional Bessel process. (Theo-

rem 3.3(vii)). The same excursion escapes from its starting point as an (n + 2)-

dimensional Bessel process (Theorem 3.3(viii)). The next theorem and its corollar-

ies compare, roughly speaking, the rate of escape of an excursion to its oscillations

parallel to K.

Let P be a measure on (fi, 7) such that P(X(0) ^ x) = 0. We will say that

x E R" is ^-irregular for A if P(TA = 0) = 0.

THEOREM 3.4. Let A C R" be a Borel set, n > 2. The point 0 E R" ta

H°-irregular for A if and only ifOE R™+2 is P°-irregular for the set

jxGR"+2:  Ux21+x2}+x23,x4,...,Xn+2J EA

or  ( -yjxj + x\ + x%, x4,..., xn+2 j E A \ .

PROOF. If (Xt\X2,... ,Xt"+2) is BM"+2 then ((X¡)2 + (X2)2 + (X*)2)1'2 is

a 3-dimensional Bessel process independent of BM™-1 (X4,Xt5,... , X™+2). The

theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.3(vii).     El

REMARK. The proof of Theorem 4.1 from the next section shows that the

analogous criterion may be applied to every /i-process in {x E R™ : xi > 0} starting

from a boundary point.    D

Let Jn(h) = {x E R™: 0 < x, < M\/x2 + • • • + x2)}.

COROLLARY 3.1. Let h(r)/r, r > 0, be nondecreasing on some neighborhood

of 0. Then 0 E R™ is H°-irregular for Jn(h) if and only if fQ+ h(r)r~2 dr < oo.

PROOF. If h(r)/r is lcoally (near zero) nondecreasing then 0 E R4 is P°-irregular

for {x E R4 : 0 < Xi and h2(xi) > x\ + x2 + x2,} if and only if /0+ h(r)r~2 dr < oo

(Port and Stone (1978), p. 68). This, combined with Theorem 3.4, proves the

corollary in the case of n = 2.

Let us assume now that n > 3. We want to determine if 0 G R™+2 is P°-irregular

for A = {x E Rn+2\ (\/x2 + x\ 4- x\, x±,..., xn+2) E Jn(h)}- Easy geometry

shows that

(3.2) {x E Rn+2: 0 < x\ + x\ + x\ < h2(x4)} C A

and

n+2

(3.3) Ac \J{xE Rn+2: 0 < x\ + x\ + x23 < h2(^xk)}-
k=4

If (X1, X2,..., X"+2) is BM"+2 then (X1, X2, X3, Xk) is BM4 for all 4 < k < n+2.

It follows from the criterion given for n = 2 and from (3.2) that if 0 G R™+2 is '
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P°-irregular for A then /Q+ h(r)r~2 dr < oo. If /0+ h(r)r~2 dr < oo then 0 is P°-

irregular for {x G R"+2: 0 < x\ + x\ + x\ < h2(^/ñxk)} for all 4 < jfc < n + 2. This
and (3.3) prove that 0 is P°-irregular for A.    D

Let "W be the family of all cones with vertices on K which are translations of

one of the cones {x G R™ : tan2(a) • x2 > x2-\-1- x2 }, 0 < a < it/2.  We say

that excursion ea(t) stays locally in a cone W E W if there exists e > 0 such that

ea(t)E\V tor all tE(0,e).

COROLLARY 3.2. With probability one no excursions from K of BMn, n>2,

stay locally in a cone from W.

PROOF. A cone W in "W with vertex 0 and angle a is equal to Jn(h), where

h(r) = r/a. Thus ¡0+h(r)r~2 dr = oo, and due to Corollary 3.1 the H°-chance

that an excursion stays locally in W is 0. This is true for all rational a's, so H°-

chance that an excursion stays locally in any cone from W is zero. Every excursion

law Hz, z E K, is a translation of r7°, so our result follows from the exit system

formula (2.1).     D

REMARK. The above corollary stands in contrast with the fact that BM™, n > 2,

stays locally in cones with the angle a = a(n) < tt/2, i.e. there exists a.s. random

time T < oc such that Xt G W for all T < t < T + 1 and W is a cone with vertex

Xr and a suitable angle 0 < a < n/2 (Burdzy (1985a)).    D

We finish this section with a remark concerning Bessel processes, which may be

interesting in view of Theorem 3.3(vi)-(viii).

The distributions of an n-dimensional Bessel process (Bt, 0 < t < 1) and an

m-dimensional Bessel process (5/, 0 < t < 1) are mutually singular if m ^ n.

However, every n-dimensional Bessel process (Bt, 0 < t < 1), n > 1, satisfies the

Law of Iterated Logarithm:

limsupRt/v/2íloglog(l/í) = 1    a.s.
t->0

Both remarks follow easily from Theorem 3.3 of Shiga and Watanabe (1973).

4. Existence of excursion laws. We will extend in the next section some

results of §3 to sets K different from hyperplanes. Before doing so we want to prove

existence and uniqueness of the excursion law from a fixed point of a sufficiently

smooth set K. Analogous results obtained possibly via "exit system" could be true

for A-almost all excursion laws only, where A is the measure associated with L.

We refer the reader to the recent book by Doob (1984) for the potential-theoretic

notions (Martin boundary, attainable points, etc.) used in this section.

It will be more convenient to work with fi* and 7* rather than fi and 7 some-

times in this section. The asterisked objects differ from original ones only by the

fact that we define oj on (0, oo) rather than on [0, oo).

Let D be a Greenian domain in R™, n > 2, and K — Rn\D be nonempty. Let

x be a point in the Martin minimal boundary of D.

DEFINITION 4.1. A cr-finite measure Hx defined on (fi*, 7*) will be called an

excursion law from K if Hx(lim^o Xt ^ x) = 0 and Hx satisfies (2.2).    D

The limit above is taken in the Martin topology.

Since the normalization of an excursion law is more arbitrary than that of a

probability measure the phrase "unique excursion law" will always mean "unique

up to a multiplicative constant".
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For every region D cRn the Martin compactification of D will be denoted D,

and 3D will denote the minimal Martin boundary.

We will refer by BMJ to the Brownian motion in the region DcR", killed on

the boundary of D (see Doob (1984), p. 589).

We fix now a region DcR" and a compact nonpolar set B c D.

THEOREM 4.1. For every attainable Martin boundary point x there exists a

unique excursion law Hx satisfying 0 < Hx(Tb < R) < oo.

PROOF. Let Bi C B2 C • • • C D be a sequence of sets. We choose {Bk} so that

each Bk is the closure of its interior, each Bk is compact, nonpolar, each int Bk is

a Lipschitz domain (Hunt and Wheeden (1970)) and |Jfc Bk = D.

First we will prove that there exists a probability measure Pi on (fi*, 7*) such

that Pi (limt_o Xt — x) — I and Pi is BMJ conditioned to hit Bi before being
killed.

It is easy to see that if X is a BMJ, Bi conditioned by X(R-) E Bi and if

R < 00 a.s. then X continued after R as an independent BMJ will constitute

a BMJ conditioned to hit Si. Thus we will look for a BMJvBi conditioned by

X(R-) E Bi and such that X(0+) = x a.s. A good candidate would be an h-

process (Doob (1984), p. 668) with h harmonic on D\Bi, h(y) = 0 for y E 3D and

h(y) = 1 for y E dBx.
Let P.Ah denote the reduction of A on A (Doob (1984), p. 38) and K(x,y) be

the Martin function based on a singleton.

Let us apply Theorem 4.2 (presented later) to the set D\Bi replacing D. We

choose an open set A D Bi so that A C D and A is compact. By Theorem

4.2 PD\Ah = GD\BlfJ- Then p is supported by dA (Doob (1984), p. 199). Let
xn G D \ Bi, xq §?■ dA. Both functions Gd\b, (xrj, •) and K(x, ■) are continuous and

strictly positive on dA. Since Gd\b1p(xo) is finite JdA K(x,y)p(dy) is also finite.

Thus the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied and an h-process with suitable

properties exists.

In view of previous remarks the existence of Pi will be established once we

show that the lifetime of the /i-process is a.s. finite. This follows at once from the

interpretation of an fo-process as a conditioned BM™, where we condition by the

event of strictly positive probability {Tb, < 00}. Thus Pi defined above exists.

Let us note that the probability measure Pi is unique by Doob (1984), p. 729.

For each set Bk we find analogously a probability measure Pk.

If we condition the process under P2 to hit Bi then its distribution becomes Pi.

It follows that we can find a constant C2 such that C2P2 — Pi > 0 and the process

X under C2P2 — Pi does not hit Bi. Thus we can find a sequence of constants {ck}

such that
Pk = ckPk -Ck-iPk-i > 0,        A; = 2,3,...,

Pi = Pi> 0,        ci = 1,

and the process X under pk, k > 2, does not hit Bk-i- We define

00

fc=l

It is easy to see that Hx(limt^o X(t) ^ x) = 0.
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Next we want to prove that Hx is strong Markov wrt BMJ transition proba-

bilities in the sense of (2.2). Let T > 0 be a stopping time. Consider the event

{Tßk < T < TBk_,} for such k that this event is nonempty (TBo = oo). By

our construction of Pk the post-T^ process is BMJ and so the same can be said

about the post-T process under Hx conditioned by {Tßk < T < Tßk_l}. Since

{T > 0} = (jk{TBk < T < TBk_l} the post-T process under Hx is strong Markov

wrt BMJ transition probabilities. The stopping time T is arbitrary, so Hx is an

excursion law.

It follows from the definition of Hx that 0 < Hx(Tß1 < R) < oo and it is easy

to see that this is equivalent to 0 < Hx(Tb < R) < oo, once it has been established

that Hx satisfies (2.2).

To prove uniqueness of Hx we condition by {TBl < oo}. It makes sense, since

this event has r7x-probability different from 0 or oo. The conditioned process is a

BMJ in D which hits Bi before time R. As before, we note that this process killed

at Tßj is an h-transform and its uniqueness may be established as in Doob (1984),

p. 729. The event {TBl < oo} may be replaced by any event {Tßk < oo} and these

events exhaust the probability space. This establishes Theorem 4.1.    D

COROLLARY 4.1. Let K C R™ be closed and such that Rn\K is a bounded
Lipschitz domain. Then for every x E dK there exists a unique excursion law

defined on (fi, 7) such that Hx(x(0) ^ x) = 0 and 0 < Hx(Tb < R) < oo, where

B C R™ \K is a compact nonpolar set.

PROOF. Hunt and Wheeden (1970) proved that the Martin boundary and Eu-

clidean boundary of a Lipschitz domain coincide. Cranston (1983), proved that all

points of 3K are attainable. Thus the Theorem 4.1 applies to all points x E dK.

a
The following theorem is a slightly stronger version of a result quoted by Salis-

bury (1983, 1984) and credited to Walsh. We do not give a proof since the original

proof applies without any substantial change.

Let D c R™ be a Greenian domain, n > 2, and let h be harmonic on D. Suppose

that Di is an open subset of D, such that h(x) = 0 for all x G 3D \ Dr..

THEOREM 4.2. The reduction Pd\d¡ h is a potential Goß- Ifx is an attainable

Martin boundary point and f K(x,z)u(dz) < oo then there exists a probability P

on (fi*, 7*) such that X is an h-process and P(limt->oX(t) = x) = 1 where the

limit is taken in the Martin topology.    D

REMARKS, (i) The boundary points in a Lipschitz domain are attainable even

if the domain is not bounded, may be obtained from the result of Cranston (1983),

by the last exit decomposition. Thus Corollary 4.1 extends to unbounded regions.

(ii) The excursion law need not be unique if we do not impose the condition

0 < HX(TB <R)<oo. See Remark (iii) following Theorem 3.1.

(iii) There are sets JicR" and points x E dK such that there does not exist

an excursion law starting from x. The reasons might be:

(a) No continuous path in R™ \ K has x as a single cluster point, or

(b) x is not attainable in the sense of Doob (1984), p. 728.

An example illustrating (a) is easy to construct. The case (b) is more complicated

(see Cranston and McConnell (1983)).
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(iv) The condition

(a) HX(TB < R) < oo

should not be mistaken for

(b) Hx(\X(0+) - X(R-)\ > e) < oo,

where e > 0 is fixed. Tom Salisbury has an example of a set K C R3 and two

attainable points x, y E dK such that no (finite) /i-process on R3 \ K starts from x

and ends at y (private communication). The excursion law from x which satisfies

(a) does not satisfy (b)—we plan to prove it elsewhere.

The condition (a) implies (b) if R™ \ K = D is a Lipschitz domain. To see this

fix an arbitrary s > 0 such that S* ^ 0 where S* = {y E D: \y\ = e}. Choose a

closed ball B in D such that its distance from x is at least e. Let PJ denote the

distribution of BMJ starting from z. The functions PD(TB < R) and PD(Ts¡ < R)

are harmonic in {y E D: \x — y\ < e} and by Theorem 1 of Wu (1978) there exists

c < oo such that

PZ(TS. <R)< cPyD(TB < R)

for all y E S*,2- Let p be the iP-hitting distribution of S*,2. Then by the strong

Markov property applied at Ts-

HX(TS. < R) = [     PyD(Ts. < R) dp(y)

<c[     PyD(TB<R)dp(y)

= cHx(TB <R)< oo.    D

We will need a few more definitions to state and prove the next theorem.

DEFINITION 4.2. We will say that measures p and v defined on (fi, 7) or (fi*, 7* )

share the local properties if there exists a stopping time T > 0 such that p and v

are mutually absolutely continuous on 7r--    d

We will not use the more precise phrase "local properties near the starting points"

since we will be concerned exclusively with such properties.

Suppose Hx is an excursion law from K and consider another closed set Ki

such that x is a regular point for dKi. We will construct an excursion law from

K\, based on Hx. First, we kill excursions under Hx at the stopping time Tkx-

Whenever R < Tkx we continue the excursion as a BM^n,i(i, independent of 7r.

Standard techniques may be applied to show that this actually defines an excursion

law Hx from K\. It may happen, however, that HX(R > 0) — 0.

DEFINITION 4.3. We will refer to the excursion law Hx above as aK-Ki KAC-

Hx" or simply "KAC-iîx" when no confusion about K and Ki may arise. ("KAC"

is standing for "killed and continued".)    □

If R A TK! > 0 iF-a.s. then it follows from the definition that Hx and KAC-HX

share the local properties.

Let K C R" be a closed set such that 0 G dK. We will consider the following

conditions.

(A) There exists a unique excursion law H° from K, such that

0 < H°(TBo <R)<oo,

where B0 is a fixed closed ball in (R™ \ K) n {x G R" : xi > 0}.
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(B) There exists a function h: [0, oo) —> [0, oo) such that f0+h(r)r~2 dr < oo,

h(r)r~l is nondecreasing near zero and

K n U C {x G R" : xi < h((x22 + ■■■ + x2)1/2)} D U,

where U is a neighborhood of 0 G R™.

(C) There exists a closed ball B(xo,ro) C K, tangent to {x G R": xi = 0} at

the point OgR™.

The point 0 (as in H°) which appears in (A) is an element of dD, corresponding

to 0 G dK, (D = R™ \ K). If there is only one such element and if R™ \ K is a

region then (A) is automatically satisfied (see Theorem 4.1).

The one-sided version of the excursion law from Ki — {x E R™ : xi =0} con-

structed in Theorem 3.1 will be called r7° below.

THEOREM 4.3. If the conditions (A), (B) and (C) are satisfied then the ex-

cursion law H° is a constant multiple of Hx = Ki-K KAC-i/°. It follows that H°

and i/° share the local properties.

PROOF. It follows from the condition (B) and Corollary 3.1 that TK > 0 H°-a.s.,

so H° and Hx share the local properties. It remains to show that Hx is a constant

multiple of H°. All we need prove is that Hx(TBo < R) < oo.

The density of ./70-distribution of X(R—) at x E Ki is proportional to |x|~™

and so the density of if°-distribution of X(Tk1 ) does not exceed c|x|~™, with some

0 < c < oo.

Choose a > 0 so that the sphere S = S(xq, ro + a) has a nonempty intersection

with Bo- If x G Ki and \x — xn| < ro + a then the chance p(x) that BM™ starting

from x will hit S before hitting .B(xn,ro) is equal to

log((r2 + |x|2)1/2/r0)/log((r0 + a)/r0),        n = 2,

{r2o~n - (r20 + |x|2)(2-")/2}/{r2-" - (r„ + a)2""},        n > 3.

Thus p(x) < ci\x\2 for all x E Ki and a suitable constant 0 < ci < oo. If q(x) is

the chance that BM™ starting from x will hit S before hitting K then q(x) < p(x).

By the strong Markov property of Hx applied at stopping time Tk, we have

H?(TKl <Ts <R)<  i   c|x|-"ci|x|2(ix < oo.
JK2

Here K2 = Ki n R(xo, ro + a) and dx is the (n — l)-dimensional Lebesgue measure

on Ki. We also have r7°(Ts < R, Ts < TKl) < 00 by Theorem 3.3(iii). Therefore

H°(Ta < R) < 00, which implies that H?(TBo < R) < 00.    D

REMARKS, (i) The conditions (B) and (C) do not imply (A).

(ii) It is easy to see that Theorem 4.3 may be extended to suitably smooth

(n — l)-dimensional surfaces. Instead of a unique excursion law we would have a

pair of excursion laws on both sides of the surface.    D

The next theorem is intended as a lemma for Theorem 4.5. We state it, however,

in a version which is stronger than the one needed for the proof of Theorem 4.5.

It has some interest in its own, since it gives a precise meaning to the statement:

"excursion law is a limit of renormalized probability measures".

We will need some more notation and explanations before stating the theorem.
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The distribution of BMJ starting from x E D will be denoted PJ. The vector

(1,0,... ,0) G R" will be called x1.
Consider a domain D — Rn\K such that 0 G dD. The excursion law of Theorem

3.1 truncated to excursions from R™ = {x G R™ : Xi < 0} will be called H°. The

Rü-Ä" KAC-r70 will be denoted H°.
Let Ji = K\{x G R": xi > 0, |x| < 1} and J2 = Ku{x G R": xi < 0, |x| < 1}.

Let B C D be a fixed closed ball. We introduce three conditions:

(D) The chance of {TB < R} is different from 0 and oo under each of excursion

laws H°, R1-Ji KAC-H0 and R".-J2 KAC-iz"0.
(E) There exists an open cone C with vertex 0 G R™ and axis perpendicular to

{x G R" : xi = 0} such that C ¿ 0, C n RÜ = 0 and C n K n U = 0 for some
neighbourhood U C R" of 0 G R".

(F) For every e > 0 the event {\X(R—)\ > s} has finite chance under the

excursion law R"-Ji KAC-rï0 (cf. Remark (iv) following Theorem 4.2).    D

Fix a sphere Sr = {x E R™ : |x| = r}, r > 0, and an event Ai measurable wrt

post-Tsr process, i.e.

AiEo{X(TSr +t), t>0}.

Let A = Ai n {TSr < oo}.

THEOREM 4.4.   If conditions (D), (E) and (F) are satisfied then

lim e-1Perfl(A)

exists and is equal to H°(A).

PROOF. We will prove the theorem in three steps.

(i) Assume first that for some neighbourhood U of 0 we have K n U — R" D U.

The functions PD(A) and h(-), where h(x) = xi are harmonic on U D D.

For some neighbourhood U~i of 0 and constant ci G (0, oo) we have

(4.1) PJ(A) < cih(x) = cixi    Vx G Ui n D,

which is a consequence of Theorem 1 of Wu (1978).

Theorems 1 XII 14 and 1 XII 21 of Doob (1984) imply that for some constant

ca < Ci

(4.2) PxD(A)/h(x) - ca,

when x converges to 0 nontangentially. In particular

lim e-1Pe/(A)=cA-

It remains to prove that H°(A) = ca-

Let Sg = {x E R™ : |x| = q}, 0 < q < r. By the strong Markov property of

H°(A) applied at Tsq we have

(4.3) H°(A)= [ PB(A)pq(dx)
Jsq

where pq is the hitting distribution of Sq under H°. The scaling property of iï0

(Theorem 3.3(i)) implies that for all q > 0 small enough pq/q are identical. These

renormalized distributions will be called p. The formula (4.3) may be rewritten as

H°(A)=  f   q-1P"Dx(A)p(dx).
Js,
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By formula (4.1) q~1P^(A) is bounded by ci. The formula (4.2) shows that

q~1P^c(A) converges to ca when q —> 0, for all ie5i\ R™. Thus, by dominated

convergence

H°(A)= f CAp(dx) = cAp(Si)
JSi

and

lim+e-1Phx\A) = H°(A)lp(Si).

It may be checked easily that p(Si) = 1, for example by taking K — R™ and

A = {T{xi=i}<R}.
(ii) Assume now that for some neighborhood U of 0 we have R" fl U C Kf\ U.

Consider the sequence of sets

Ki = (Kn{xERn: |x| > 1/t}) U (R2 D U),        i = 2,3,....

We see that Ki C Ki+i and \J°Í2 K< = K- Let A = R" \ #¿ and Ä? be
Rl-Ki KAC-tf0. By (i) we have

(4.4) lim+e-íPhÍ(A) = Hf(A) = dl.

We notice that

H$(A) = r72° (Xr*. G A)    and     H°(A) = H° (XT* E A),

where XT denotes the process X killed at T. Since H§(TsT < oo) < oo and the

symmetric difference

{XTk< EA} + {XTk E A} -» 0   ii"°-a.s,

then by continuity of the measure #2 we obtain

lim H?(A) = H°(A) Ed   or     lim d% = d.
i—►oo i—»oo

It remains to show that

lim. s-1Pfl(A)=d.
e—>0+

Let

T¿a = inf{í > TSr : X(t) E Sa}

and

Aa = An{Tja=oo}.

Suppose that the conclusion of the theorem holds for all events Aa. Then

H°(Aa) = lim s-'Pg^Aa)

< liminf e~1PDxl(A) < lim sup e^Pf?1 (A)
£-►0 £^o

< lim e-lPDx\Aa) + lrnisupe^Pf,*1 (A \ Aa)
£—0 £^o

= H°(Aa) + limsupe^P^A \ A0).
e—o

We have

^M\^-)<^ (2sa<oo).
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For some constant ci < oo there exists C2 = C2(ci,a,n) > 0 such that

PxD(TSa < oo) < ciPxD(TSa < oo,TSaC2 = oo)

for all x G Si. The above inequality is quite obvious for n > 3 and follows easily

from the fact that dD is nonpolar in the case n = 2.

The strong Markov property applied at TsT shows that

limsupe-1^1^ < oo) < lim sup ^^P^T^ < oo,r|     = oo)
£-►0 £->0 2

= clH°(T1Sa< 00,^=00)

< CiH°(Tl < oo).

Therefore

H°(Aa) < liminf £~lP£/(A) < limsup^Pf^A)
£^° £^0

<H°(Aa) + ciH°(T^<oo).

We have by assumption

H°(TSr < oo) < oo

and

{Tja < oo} | 0    H°-a.s.    as a -> 0.

Also Aa t A H°-a.s. as a —» 0. It follows that

H°(Aa) -* H°(A)    as a -» 0    and     ií0(T¿a < oo) -> 0    as a -> 0.

Thus

lim e-'Pf?1 (A) = H°(A).

The above implies that we may assume WLOG (it will be done also in the third

part of the proof) that

A - A n {Tga = oo}    for some a > 0.

Then for large i we have

(4.5) Phx\A)<Phx'(A)

and (4.4) implies limsup£._+0+£_1P¿x (A) < d.

Assume that liminf£_+o+ £~1Pfj: (A) < d. We will show that this assumption

leads to a contradiction.

Let the <?¿'s be such that g¿ > 0, qx —> 0 and q^Pfj* (A) < d*, where d* < dis a

constant. By the strong Markov property of H°(A) applied at T(Sqi) the following

holds:

(4.6) H°(A) = [   PxD(A)pl (dx),
Jsqi

where pQ is the r7°-hitting distribution of Sq.

By theorems from Doob (1984) quoted above PJ.(A)/PJ (A) converges when x

converges nontangentially to 0 and the limit is di/dj, by (i). (4.5) implies that

limsupPJtAVPJ^A^dM,
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where lim sup is taken when x converges nontangentially to 0. This implies that for

x G Si \ RÜ

(4.7) lim sup g-ip^nA) < lim sup qï~lP$*(A) • d/dt = d.
i—>oo i—>oo

The fact that q~1PpX (A) < d*, assumption (E) and Harnack's principle imply

that for some open subset V of Si, x1 E V, we have

(4.8) q-1PgD'x(A) <\(d* +d)    Vx G V Mi.

For q sufficiently small p^ < pq, where pq is the same as in (i). Thus, (4.6)-(4.8)

imply

H°(A) < d ■ p(Si \ V) + \(d* + d)p(Si) < dp(Si) = d.

This contradicts the definition of d and we conclude that

hminî s'1PeDx\A)>d
£—>0 +

and
lim e~1PDxl(A) = d.

e^0+ u

The proof is completely analogous in the case K n U C U (~l R™ for some neigh-

bourhood U of 0, and therefore is omitted. The sets Ki would have to be defined

as in (iii) of the proof. We remark only that in such a case H°(A) < oo by the

assumption (D). This fact, used in (ii), was obvious when K n U D U n R™.

(iii) Now we are going to prove the theorem in its full generality. We define

K% = K U {x G R" : |x| < 1/i, «i < 0},        i - 2,3,...,

Di = Rn\Ki,        H° = Wl-Ki KAC-H0.

The sets Ki satisfy the assumptions of the theorem and (ii) of the proof, so

ehm+£-1Pêf(A) = //t°(A)   Vt.

The assumption (D) and continuity of H° imply that H®(A) —> H°(A), as in (ii)

of the proof. This combined with Pff (A) > PJ^ (A) gives

liminf£-1PDxl(A)>íí0(A).
£ — 0+ U       \      I   - )

If we define Ki as

K\{xERn: |x| < 1/i, xi >0}

then we obtain in the analogous way

limsup£-1P¿xl(A)<i/0(A),
E—0 +

and finally

lim e-ipf,*1 = H°(A).    D
£—»0 +

REMARKS. (i) The condition (D) is a crucial assumption of the above theorem.

It is not easy to verify but it follows from much simpler conditions (B) and (C) of

Theorem 4.3.
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(ii) The theorem is not true for all events A E 7■ An easy example may be

constructed to show that for some A's the limit lim£^o+£_1Pdx (A) does not

exist.    D

The following lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.1 and 0-1 law for

/i-processes (Doob (1984), 3.III.3, see also Durrett (1984), 3.5). The proof using

time-reversal is omitted.

LEMMA 4.1 (0-0 LAW). LetH0 be an excursion law as in Theorem 4.1. For

every A E 70+ we have either H°(A) = 0 or H°(AC) = 0.    D

We will show that the conclusion of Theorem 4.3 remains true under hypotheses

different in spirit from those of Theorem 4.3. Let D = R™ \ K be a domain such

that 0 G dK. Let x° £ K be a fixed point and G(-) = GD(x°, ■) be the Green

function. As before x1 will denote (1,0,..., 0) G R™.

The excursion law of Theorem 3.1 will be called below H°.

THEOREM 4.5. Assume that one of the following conditions is satisfied for

some neighbourhood UofOE R":

(i) Ri n u c K n u,
(fi) RinUDKnu.

Assume also that ex1 g" K for all e G (0, £o) and some Eq > 0. 7/lim£_o+ £~1G(ex1)

= d exists and 0 < d < oo then the excursion laws H° and H° = R™-Ä" KAC-ií0

share the local properties. Moreover 0 < H°(TB < R) < oo for a compact nonpolar

set B CD.

PROOF. If H°(TB <R)>0 then H°(TK > 0) > 0 and by 0-0 law

H°.(TK = 0) = 0.

In such a case H° and H° share the local properties, so it is enough to prove

0 < H°(TB <R)<oc.
Assume that condition (i) is satisfied.

The i7°-chance that excursion leaves U is finite (Theorem 3.3(iii)) and this

combined with condition (i) proves that H°(TB < R) < oo.

We will proceed to prove that H°(TB < R) > 0. Let J = {x E D: G(x) > 1}.

Define

Kt = (Kn{xERn: \x\ > l/i'})u{i€R": |x| < 1/i, xi < 0},        ¿ = 2,3,...,

D% = Rn\Ki.

We have
G(x) = PxD(Tj <TK-)< PxDï(Tj < TKx A R)

for all x G D \ J. We apply Theorem 4.4 to the event {Tj < TKi A R} and the

excursion law H% = Rvl-K2 KAC-H0 to obtain

H%(Tj < TK, A R) =  hm+ e-'Pbi (Tj < TK, A R)

>   lim £-1C7(£x1) = d>0.
£—»O-l-

The sequence of events {Tj < TKi A R} is decreasing to {Tj < TK A R} and so

H$(Tj < TK A R) > d > 0. By 0-0 law this is equivalent to H$(TK = 0) = 0 and

it follows that H°(TK = 0) = 0 and H°(TB < R) > 0.
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Now suppose that the condition (ii) is satisfied. Obviously H°(TB < R) > 0

and we only need to prove that H°(TB < R) < oo or, what is equivalent, that

H°(Tj <R)<oo.

The iz"°-chance that an excursion leaves U is finite by Theorem 3.3(iii). Thus,

using the strong Markov property of H° at Tr/« _ we see that H°(Tj < R) < oo if

Í   PE(Tj <R)p(dx)<oo.
JKx

Here Ki = U D {x G R": xi = 0} and p is the distribution of X(R-) under H°.

We also have

(4.9) Pf (Tj <R)< f   PB(Tj < R)ve (dx),
fKi

where u£ is P¿x -distribution of X(Tr«). Direct computation shows that the den-

sity of £_1f£ converges when e —» 0 to the density of p, uniformly on every set

{xEKi: 0 < a < |x| < b}.

Suppose that JK Pf)(Tj < R)p (dx) = oo. Choose arbitrarily large c > 0. There

exists a set

A = {x E Ki : 0 < a0 < |x| < 60}

such that

j P^(Tj<R)p(dx)>c.

Since e~1u£ converges to p, we have

LP£(Tj<R)v£(dx)>c-e
A

for all £ > 0 small enough. It follows from (4.9) that

Phx\Tj<R)>c-e

for small e and

liminf £-lG(exl) = liminîe'1 Pf?1 (Tj < R) > c.
£ — 0+ V ' £ — 0+ U      V '   ~

Since c is arbitrary it follows that lim£_>o+£_1<J;(£x1) = oo, contrary to our as-

sumptions. This contradiction proves that it was false to suppose that

i   PD\(TJ<R)p(dx) = œ,
JK!

which completes the proof.    D

REMARKS, (i) It is not true that H° must be the only excursion law from K,

starting from 0.

(ii) The conditions (i) or (ii) of Theorem 4.5 cannot be dropped. They might

possibly be replaced with some other conditions, but the theorem is not true without

any assumptions of this kind. A counterexample is given in Burdzy (1985b) for

n = 2.    D
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5. Exit system from a smooth surface. The previous section supplied

some information concerning excursion laws from smooth surfaces. This section is

devoted to constructing exit systems which consists of, roughly speaking, correct

choices of excursion laws and their normalizations.

Let D = R™ \ K be a Lipschitz domain. The surface area measure on dD will

be denoted a. Fix a closed ball B C D. Consider the following condition imposed

on a point x G dD:

(G) The unique excursion law Hx from K such that 0 < HX(TB < R) < oo (see

Theorem 4.1), properly normalized satisfies Theorem 4.4, with x1 replaced by the

unit inward normal nx at the point x.

REMARKS, (i) The normal vector nx exists for cr-almost all x E dD (cf. Dahlberg

(1977)). For a-almost all x and all e E (0, £o), £o = £o(x), we have x + enx E D.

(ii) Each of the following implies that (G) is satisfied for cr-almost all x G dD:

(a) dD is of class C2 (see Theorem 4.3, Remark (iv) following Theorem 4.2 and

Remark following Theorem 4.4).

(b) D or K is convex (see Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 and Theorem 3 of Dahlberg

(1977)).    D
Let L be the CAF associated with the measure a (Revuz (1970a, 1970b)).

THEOREM 5.1. // (G) is satisfied for a-almost all x then the pair (dL, H), with

H normalized as in (G), is an exit system from K.

PROOF. Dahlberg (1977) has proved that harmonic measure (wrt arbitrary

point) and surface area measure are mutually absolutely continuous provided D

is Lipschitz. Thus an excursion of BM™ from K has with positive probability its

endpoint (and by time-reversal its starting point) in a set Ki C dD if and only if

a(Ki) > 0. If (dL, H) is an arbitrary exit system from K then (2.1) implies that the

measure associated with L and the measure a are mutually absolutely continuous.

If u(-), 0 < u(x) < oo, x G dD is a measurable function then (udL,u_1i/) is

another exit system from K and measure associated with "u dL" is u times larger

than that associated with L. Hence we can (and will) choose an exit system (dL, H)

such that a is associated with L.

With probability one there are no excursions from {x G dD: HX(TB < R) =0},

so for cr-almost all x we have HX(TB < R) > 0.

If a({x E dD: HX(TB < R) = oo}) > 0 then (2.1) implies that on a finite

time interval infinitely many excursions from K hitting B may occur with positive

probability. This contradicts the continuity of paths and so Hx (TB < R) < oo for

rj-almost all x.

By the fact that 0 < Hx (TB < R) < oo and Theorem 4.1 the excursion laws Hx

are uniquely defined for cr-almost all x. It remains to check that they are normalized

as in the condition (G) i.e. that they satisfy Theorem 4.4.

Let us fix c > 0, Xo G D, Ki C dD, K2 C dD and define J = {x G
D: Gd(xo,x) > c}. The event "excursion from K hits J and has its endpoint

in Ki" will be denoted A¿. Its time-reversed counterpart will be called A¿.

By Harnack's principle, if

a = PXD°(X(R-) E Ki)/PXD°(X(R-) E K2)

then

|PJ(X(ñ-) G Ki)/Pf)(X(R-) E K2) -a\<ae
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for all x E dJ. The constant s = e(c) is independent of Ki and Ä2 and is arbitrarily

small for sufficiently large c. By the strong Markov property applied at Tj we have

\Hx(Ai)/Hx(A2) - a\ < as   for all x G dD.

It follows that

(l-e)a<  i   Hx(Ai)a(dx) / [    Hx(A2)a (dx) < (1 + e)a.
JdD I    JdD

To avoid 00/00 in the above formula we assume that dD is compact. The proof of

the general case needs only minor changes. Since BM™ is self-dual the exit system

is also self-dual (see Kaspi (1984)) and we have

/   Hx(Ai)da(x)= [   Hx(Âi)da(x)= [   Hx(Âi)da(x).
JdD JdD JKi

Therefore

(5.1) (l-e)a< f   Hx(Ai)a(dx)     [   Hx(Â2)a(dx) < (1 + e)a.
JKi I    Jk2

By assumption (G) we have for all x E Ki

Hx(Ai) = Hx(Tj < R) = c(x) lim e^P^^Tj < R)

= c(x) lim £  1Gd(xo,x + enx)/c — c(x)d(x).

Dahlberg (1977) proved that d(x) exists for rj-almost all x and his Theorem 3 shows

that

a = /    d(x)a(dx) /  I    d(x)a(dx).
Jkx I   Jk2

The formula (5.1) may be rewritten as

(1 - e)a <  /     c(x) d(x)a(dx) /   /    c(x) d(x)a(dx) < (1 + s)a.
JKi I    JK2

Since this is valid for arbitrary Ki,K2 C dD and £ > 0 it is not hard to show

that c(x) must be a constant, c(x) = ci for c-almost all x.

If dD contains an open subset of an (n — l)-dimensional hyperplane then it can

be checked easily using Theorem 4.4 that ci = 1. For general D we can consider

Di = D\Ki, where Ki C D is a closed subset of an (n - l)-dimensional hyperplane

(with nonempty interior in the topology of the hyperplane).     D

REMARKS, (i) The exit system formula (2.1) implies that with probability one

the local properties of all excursions of BM™ from a sufficiently smooth set K are

the same as the local properties of excursions from a hyperplane.

(ii) It would sound absurd to postulate the same in the case of arbitrary set

K. It seems however that supplying a counterexample is far from trivial. Such an

example is given in Burdzy (1985b) and is based on a relatively new and difficult

theorem in complex function theory (McMillan (1969)).
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6. Example. The following example probably does not have much importance

and does not require excursion theory to be solved. We find it interesting how

excursion theory provides an easy and quick solution.

Let n = 2, Ki = R2 and K2 — Ki U Ui^i !%• The family {/¿} contains closed

line segments perpendicular to 3R2_ and having exactly one point in common with

R2_. The length of /< is denoted l(U). We require that 1(h) < 1 for all i and

limi-,00 l(Ii) = 0. We assume also R2. n U¿^i U ls dense in 3R2_.

Let x = (2,0) G R2 and pi and P2 be measures on ¿JR2 defined by

pl = Pf)t(X(R-)EÁ),        AcöR2,

where A = R2\K¿.
By suitable choice of {Ii} we may have P2 = 0. We always have P2 <IC pi- Is it

possible to have pi <C /L/2?

The answer is yes. Choose {Ii} in such a way that endpoints of /¿'s are dense in

3R2_ and ££l(*(Ü))1/2 < 00.

Let Ji E 3R2_ be the interval with center 7¿ n R2_ and length (/(/i))1/2.

Fix £ > 0. Let 3 be so large that EZ3(l(h))1/2 < e. Then J(e) = U£¿ ¿ U

(R2_ fi U£i ^») nas Lebesgue measure at most e. Easy geometry shows that if

x $ ./(£) then the boundary of K2 lies locally below a function h which satisfies

the assumptions of Corollary 3.1 near x. Thus an excursion from Ki starting at x

does not hit K2 immediately Hx-a.s. if the law Hx is the one-sided version of the

excursion law of Theorem 3.1. Since s is arbitrary, the set of x G 3Ki for which

the above property fails has Lebesgue (and so pi) measure 0. We omit an easy

probabilistic proof that this is equivalent to pi <C P2-
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